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Explosions caused by fire damp, dust, and the careless use of high ex-
plosives take many lives. The greatest danger, however, is the falling of
pieces of the roof and wall which often bury the miners. Hence, even
more than in most industries, those who are more competent seek work
in other lines where there are better opportunities. Their places are
usually taken by less competent workers, who, until the first World War,
came to America in a steady stream from the more backward countries
of the Old World. So many immigrants thus poured in that in many
mining regions where they lived by themselves it was not possible to
Americanize them. They still spoke their old languages, followed foreign
customs, thought in foreign ways, and sometimes resorted to the kind of
mob violence which is common where ignorant people, who feel them-
selves wronged, gather in idle crowds.
Under such circumstances, the conditions of homes, schools, and
churches, and of social life in general cannot be the best. Strikes, too,
are common. In the history of the United States the worst of all strikes
have occurred in coal mines such as those of West Virginia, Kentucky,
southern Illinois, and Colorado. Such strikes are most likely to occur in
isolated communities inhabited largely by a foreign-born population.
Since the miners are ignorant, both politics and social life have usually
been dominated either by unscrupulous mine owners or labor agitators.
Since other industries are not well developed, it is not easy for the miners
to enter other occupations, and there is no body of skilled laborers,
merchants, and other substantial people to act as a balance wheel. Hence
when strikes occur, violence is woefully common on both sides. On sev-
eral occasions serious fighting has taken place, and United States troops
have been brought in because the local police and even the state troops
have been unable to cope with the trouble. This oft-repeated condition
has led the great coal State of Pennsylvania to establish an effective state
police force, or "constabulary," which is used in preventing disorder when
strikes occur.
In England, also, the coal mines have been the scenes of some of the
worst strikes. During the first World War the miners saw their oppor-
tunity to demand higher wages. A temporary strike threw the country
into great alarm, for if the coal supply had been cut off, the operations
of both peace and war would have been brought to a standstill. Thus
it appears that, while coal is one of the foundations of modern industry,
the actual work of mining the coal is a hindrance to civilization*
Petroleum and Natural Gas
(1) Why They Are Easily Obtained. Although petroleum and natural
gas have been known from early times, their common use for light and

